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SUMMARY
This work deals with the issue of boosting the capacity of xDSL networks in the presence of geographical
gaps. To this aim, an effective approach consists in exploiting the downlink of multibeam satellites for
the delivering of packed-based traffic, employing modulation and coding schemes denoted by very high
spectral efficiency, such as in DVB-S2X standard. Though, time-varying channel and interference may
severely affect the quality of the communication. To cope with these issues, this paper proposes a novel link
resource adaptation based on the following features. First, to efficiently manage packet-based transmissions,
an adaptive coding and modulation (ACM) scheme is derived aimed at maximizing the “goodput” (GP),
i.e., the offered layer-3 data rate. Then, in order to mitigate the co-channel interference arising from beams
exploiting the same band, an adaptive power control (PC) is also proposed. The goal of the latter is to
maximize the energy-efficiency of the satellite downlink guaranteeing a given quality-of-service, i.e., a
minimum-GP, over each link. This problem is modeled as a non-cooperative game and the conditions of
feasibility, existence and uniqueness of the solution are analytically derived. Finally, simulation results are
provided comparing the proposed strategy with the conventional rate satisfaction PC approach. Copyright
c 2015 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Received . . .
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1. INTRODUCTION
The ever increasing demand for broadband Internet opens up new fecund opportunities for next
generation satellite systems. Indeed, even though high-speed and reliable connections, both wired
and wireless, are commonly available in urban areas, there still remain many other scenarios that
could continue suffering from limited connectivity, even in the next future. Rural and scarcely
inhabited areas, as well as a plethora of entities typically located in sub-urban areas, such
as government agencies, large multinational companies and international organizations, which
need high-speed connections all over the world for communicating with company premises (i.e.,
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headquarters, offices, factories, warehouses, retailers, etc.) with business partners, and with a
growing number of home-based telecommuters, are only a few of those situations.
All of these examples justify the need of resorting to multibeam geostationary Earth orbit
(GEO) satellite to boost the (often limited) downstream capacity of xDSL (Digital Subscriber Line)
terrestrial networks. Multibeam GEO satellite represents in fact the most effective medium capable
of providing ubiquitous broadband downstream connections over large geographical areas: narrow
beams can allow for a higher power density than broad beams, enabling therefore higher data rates at
ground-based user terminals (UTs). Moreover, the total downlink capacity can be further enhanced
by exploiting higher frequency bands, such as Ka-band and beyond [1], and by reusing either the
same frequencies in different beams and the same frequency with different polarizations within the
same beam. Such a kind of hybrid satellite/xDSL network, providing the users with higher data rates
thanks to an additional on-demand downstream via satellite connection, could rely on either legacy
broadcast DVB-S2/DVB-S2X (Digital Video Broadcasting-Satellite, version 2 and eXtension) [2]
or a next generation satellite with multiple beams and operating in high frequency bands.
In the scenario depicted above, the quality of the downlink signals aimed at UTs located inside
a given beam can be significantly affected by several highly time-variant factors. Among these,
let recall here the channel variability caused by atmospheric impairments, such as rain fading, the
random nature of both traffic data inside the beam and interference originated from signals that are
radiated in other beams re-using the same frequency band and polarization. As a consequence, in
order to cope with these detrimental effects, the available physical layer resources must be efficiently
allocated over the downlink transmission. Such link adaptation (LA) policies allow the update of
the transmitted signal according to the varying channel and interference conditions ensuring to the
UTs a given quality of service (QoS).
One simple LA strategy is the adaptive coding and modulation (ACM) which consists in the
selection of the “modulation order/coding rate” (MC) pair that is best suited for the current
channel/interference conditions. It is worthwhile to note that ACM is also part of the DVB-
S2X standard providing support to the downlink of interactive services via satellite [2]. Several
works deal with the investigation of the ACM problem for satellite communications. In [3, 4] the
chosen tupla modulation order, coding rate and spreading factor is the one maximizing the spectral
efficiency under the requirement that the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR) is above a
given threshold. In [5], the ACMmode is selected based on a quantization, depending on the number
of available modulation order/coding rate pairs, of the instantaneous bit rate, whereas the work in [6]
considers ACM in combination with dynamic rate adaptation. Another LA policy usually employed
is the power control (PC) mechanism, which sets the level of power of the transmitted signals in
order to meet a given QoS requirement per UT, in terms of SINR or data rate. This technique is
particularly suitable to counteract the co-channel interference arising in multibeam downlink, as
shown in [7], where a satellite CDMA network is considered, and in [8, 9] where the power is
jointly optimized with the carrier allocation and beamforming, respectively.
The present paper focuses on the satellite downlink of a hybrid satellite/xDSL network which
boosts the capacity of the downstream link towards the UTs and proposes a novel ACM and
PC scheme for next generation Ka-band multibeam satellite. Several innovative contributions
distinguish our work from the literature and can be summarized as reported hereafter. First, since
the system deals with packet-based transmissions, the spectral efficiency over each link is suitably
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expressed by the offered layer-3 data rate, also termed “goodput” (GP) for short, representing the
number of bits transported by successfully delivered packets per unit of time, net of overheads
[10]. Then, a novel ACM scheme that maximizes the GP of the proposed system is provided. To
this aim, the look-up table (LUT) for ACM is numerically derived by associating to any SINR of
the satellite downlink, the MC pair yielding the highest value of GP. Besides, the system is based
on DVB-S2X signal format, which further boosts the spectral efficiency by employing modulation
orders up to 256-APSK combined with proper low density parity check (LDPC) block codes. Next,
in order to manage the co-channel interference arising from beams exploiting the same band, an
adaptive PC algorithm is also proposed. In particular, unlike conventional PC strategies discussed
above and taking into account the recent works in [11] and [12] about energy-efficiency (EE) for
wireless networks, we extend this framework to the downlink multibeam satellite transmission
context. Hence, it is proposed and investigated a novel PC algorithm that maximizes the EE of
the system while guaranteeing a given QoS over each link in terms of minimum-GP constraint. The
PC problem is studied resorting to the non-cooperative game theory framework [13], which provides
an effective tool to investigate the existence and uniqueness of the solution. We further provide more
insight on the impact the QoS constraints and the possible maximum transmission power constraint
have on the feasibility of the problem and how they affect structure of the PC algorithm, as well as
on the physical meaning of the proposed EE approach compared with conventional PC policy based
only on rate or SINR constraint satisfaction. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed ACM and PC
schemes is assessed by numerical simulations.
Notations. Matrices (vectors) are in upper (lower) case bold, calligraphic mathematical symbols,
e.g., A, represent sets, []T is the transpose operator,  denotes the Cartesian product, kak =
p
aTa
is the `2-norm of vector a, x 2 CN (0; 2) is a zero-mean Gaussian complex random variable (RV)
with variance 2.
2. SYSTEM MODEL
This work focuses on the hybrid terrestrial-satellite network, shown in Fig. 1. The xDSL connection
shown in the figure supports the upstream from the UTs to the terrestrial ISP, but it is assumed that
the xDSL downstream is inadequate due to poor quality and/or limited capacity. In the proposed
solution, a gateway station feeds a bent-pipe geostationary satellite whose downlink boosts the
downstream capacity of the UTs. In the following, we illustrate the satellite downlink which
shall satisfy the users’ QoS requirements, and, in the next section, we will analyze the relevant
performance.
2.1. Multibeam configuration
We consider a multibeam downlink featuring Nb beams belonging to the set B. We use the term
“color” to designate a pair made of a frequency band and a polarization, e.g., horizontal (H) or
vertical (V), that are assigned to each beam, and we assume a “colored” transmission scheme
based on both frequency and polarization reuse. Fig. 2 depicts an example of a 4-color multibeam
European coverage. Denoting with Np the number of polarizations and with and Nsb the number
of contiguous frequency subbands the overall available band is split, the number of available colors
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Figure 1. System architecture as provided by [14].
Figure 2. European coverage provided by a 4-color multibeam satellite.
turns out C = Nsb Np. Each UT is served by one beam and is tuned on a frequency carrier, with
the proper polarization, belonging to the frequency subband which is associated to that beam. Now,
let Qc  B be the Q-sized subset of the satellite beams containing only those beams sharing the
color c 2 f1;    ; Cg, i.e., the same frequency band and polarization pair. Assuming w.l.g. that Nb
is an integer multiple of C, the number of beams sharing the same color results Q = Nb=C. The
quality of the received signal at the generic UT located in the generic beam q 2 Qc is measured by
the SINR, where the interference originates, through the side lobes of the satellite antennas, from
the power leakage of the signals that are radiated in the other Q  1 beams with the same color,
which belong thus to the complementary set Qc = Qc=fqg.
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2.2. Physical layer
Let us consider the downlink of a multibeam satellite, compliant with the DVB-S2X standard [2],
whose main parameters are listed in Tab. I, and let us focus, w.l.g., on the received signal within
the generic beam q 2 Qc, 8c 2 f1;    ; Cg. Thus, for the sake of readability, from now on we will
drop the color index c. Besides, Fig. 3 depicts the equivalent block scheme of the physical layer
processing for the considered satellite downlink, described in the following.
Parameter Value
BB Header Length N (bbhdr) 80 bits
FEC Frame Length n(ldpc) 64800 bits
Set of Bits per Modulation Symbol Dm f2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8g
Set of Coding Rates Dr

3
5 ;
2
9 ;
13
45 ;
9
20 ;
90
180 ;
96
180 ;
11
20 ;
100
180 ;
104
180 ;
2
3 ;
26
45 ;
18
30 ;
28
45 ;
23
36 ;
116
180 ;
20
30 ;
124
180 ;
25
36 ;
4
5 ;
5
6 ;
128
180 ;
	
13
18 ;
132
180 ;
22
30 ;
135
1580 ;
140
180 ;
7
9 ;
154
180
	
PL Slot Length S 90 modulation symbols
Table I. Parameters values of DVB-S2X standard.
At the ground transmitter side (i.e., at the gateway), a header of N (bbhdr)q bits is appended to
any information-bearing data packet, consisting of k(bch)q  N (bbhdr)q bits, which is coming from the
upper layers. The resulting base band (BB) frame is then sent to the forward error correction (FEC)
encoder, which is made of the concatenation of an outer BCH (Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem)
encoder and an inner LDPC (low-density parity-check) encoder. The BCH encoder is a cyclic block
code identified by the pair (k(bch)q ; n
(bch)
q ), yielding a coding rate r
(bch)
q = k
(bch)
q =n
(bch)
q . The n
(bch)
q
coded binary symbols (CBS) output by the BCH encoder are then sent to the subsequent LDPC
encoder, which produces a fixed-length output of n(ldpc)q CBS, referred to as FEC frame. The LDPC
block has therefore a coding rate of r(ldpc)q = n
(bch)
q =n
(ldpc)
q , so that the overall coding rate results
rq = r
(bch)
q  r(ldpc)q , with rq 2 Dr, being Dr the set of allowed coding rates. Eventually, the n(ldpc)q
CBS are interleaved and then mapped into a sequence of Nq unit-energy modulation symbols
fxq;ngNqn=1 belonging to a 2mq -sized PSK or APSK constellation, with Nq = n(ldpc)q =mq, being
mq 2 Dm the number of label bits per modulation symbol and Dm the set of bits per PSK/APSK
modulation symbol. These symbols are grouped into slots, each one containing S symbols, which
are encapsulated into the physical layer (PL) frame along with the PL header made of S =2-BPSK
symbols, containing information on the chosen modulation and coding pair, on the length of the
FEC frame, and, possibly, on the pilot symbols for carrier recovery. Finally, the symbols of the PL
frame are filtered by the BB filter and uplinked to the satellite, which retransmits the signal in beam
q with power pq  p(max)q , where p(max)q is the maximum power of the transponder. The model of
the data symbol received by a UT in beam q can thus be written as
yq =
p
pqhq;qxq +
QX
t=1; t6=q
p
ptht;qxt + wq; (1)
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Figure 3. Equivalent block scheme of the physical layer for the considered satellite downlink.
Figure 4. Example of the GSE scheme.
where wq 2 CN (0; 2q ) denotes the noise and we defined hi;j =
p
gi;j=lj , being gi;j the antenna
gain from the emitting antenna of beam i toward the UT located in beam j, and lj the overall path
loss (including free-space propagation and atmospheric loss, space and ground system impairments,
ground antenna gain) between the satellite and the UT in beam j. The received signal is finally
demodulated and decoded and, given a selection of modulation order and coding rate, the probability
of successful reception of information-bearing data by the UT in beam q depends on the SINR
which, according to (1), can be expressed as
q =
pqjhq;qj2
2q +
QP
t=1; t 6=q
ptjht;qj2
: (2)
2.3. GSE protocol
First generation (DVB-S) only supports audio/video streams in MPEG format by adopting Transport
Stream (TS) packet multiplexing, wherein the packets are characterized by fixed length and
specific QoS constraints. Second generation (DVB-S2 and its extension DVB-S2X), besides offering
backwards compatibility for MPEG-TS, also provides a novel protocol to support Generic Streams,
i.e., variable-length streams, without specific timing/rate constraints [14, 15]. This protocol, called
generic stream encapsulation (GSE), fragments the IP (Internet Protocol) data packets to fill the
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entire data field of the BB frame with no need of padding and with a minimum amount of overhead.
Fig. 4 shows an example of the encapsulation scheme of the GSE protocol. As apparent many layer-
3 protocol data units (PDUs), corresponding to the data requested by the generic UT via xDSL
upstream and routed to the gateway as depicted in Fig. 1, are encapsulated into GSE frames as
required to fill the BB frame data field, by appending a header of 10 bytes at most to each of them.
In the following, we assume full buffer per UT, so that every BB frame is filled with PDUs associated
to only one UT.
3. ACM SCHEME FOR GOODPUT OPTIMIZATION
This section describes rationale of the ACM scheme, i.e., the strategy for the selection of the best
pair of coding rate and modulation order, to be employed in the downlink by the carrier serving an
UT inside beam q. Dropping the dependence on the beam index q, for the sake of notation simplicity,
let us assume that the UT is experiencing a SINR .
The data packets are identified by the PDUs encapsulated into the GSE packets, contained, in
turn, into the BB frame for transmission, as described in Sect. 2.3. The GP metric is given by
the ratio between the number of transmitted information bits and the time required to successfully
receive them, which, in turns, depends on the time duration of the frame related to the choice of
the transmission parameters [10]. Considering a bit rate Rb and a matched filter at receiver over the
band B = 1=Rb, the normalized GP, i.e., the number of correctly received PDU’s information bits
per second per Hz, can be expressed as [10]
(r;mj) = 0  r m  [1  r(mj)] ; (bit=s=Hz) (3)
where 0 = (k(bch)  N (bbhdr)  N (gse))=k(bch), with N (bbhdr) and N (gse) denoting the length in
bits of the BB frame and the GSE headers, respectively, accounts for the loss of efficiency due to the
GSE and BB headers, and r(mj) is the frame error rate (FER), which describes the probability of
erroneously receiving the BB frame when a modulation with a 2m-sized constellation is employed
along with code rate r, at a given SINR value . The ACM problem can thus be stated as
(r;m) = argmax
(r;m)
(r;mj)
s:t: (r;m) 2 Dr Dm
: (4)
Unfortunately, there is not an exact closed-form expression of the coded FER r() yielding an
analytical expression that relates the optimal MC pair (r;m) to the corresponding SINR . Thus,
for any pair (r;m), the FER values are evaluated as a function of  by resorting to a Monte Carlo
simulation and stored into a LUT. Then, problem (4) is solved via a simple exhaustive search on
the small-sized set Dr Dm. Moreover, the DVB-S2X standard further reduces the size of this set,
since it allows the adoption of only 39 pairs out of all the possible MC combinations [2]. Fig. 5
depicts the GP curves, obtained by computer simulation with 1500-byte PDUs and averaging over
103 independent BB frames, as a function of the SINR . The following remarks are in order.
i) The spectral efficiency of the system is represented by the envelope of the GP curves in Fig. 5.
ii) In the figure, there are depicted only 30 curves, out of 39 possible pairs (r;m) associated to
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Figure 5. Goodput performance of DVB-S2X static modes.
normal FEC frames in the DVB-S2X standard [2, Tab. 20a], since some pairs produce GP curves
that always lie under the envelope of the whole curve set.
iii) The values of  relevant to the crossing points of the curves represent the SINR thresholds of
the LUT, whose entries are reported in Tab. II, and drive the selection of the pair (r;m) yielding the
best GP performance.
iv) The UT measures the received SINR  and, thanks to the LUT, selects the pair (r;m) providing
the best GP performance. Then, an index in the set f1; 2; : : : ; 30g, representing the chosen pair,
is sent to the transmit gateway via the terrestrial xDSL-based return channel, thus enabling the
interactivity between the UT and the gateway.
v) The spectral efficiency represented by the envelope of the curves in Fig. 5 can be effectively
approximated by the following closed-form expression
() = log2

1 +

 

; (5)
where   > 1 is the SINR gap [16, 17] between the channel capacity and the actual spectral efficiency
of the system employing practical modulation and coding schemes. For the considered MC pairs,
the value of the SINR gap is   = 1:448 and has been evaluated by minimizing the mean quadratic
error between (5) and the envelope of the GP curves of Fig. 5.
4. ENERGY-EFFICIENT POWER OPTIMIZATION
In the scenario under analysis, the generic UT in beam q is denoted by a certain QoS requirement,
expressed in terms of a minimum GP q to satisfy on the satellite downlink. Though, the co-channel
interference coming from the on-board antennas transmitting towards beams using the same color
as beam q (i.e., exploiting the same band and polarization), can degrade the signal quality at the
UT, as shown in eqn. (1). Thus, on the one hand, this calls for the necessity of an effective PC
algorithm able to satisfy the QoS of every UT. On the other hand, one should also look at the overall
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Modulation and SINR Modulation and SINR
Coding Scheme Threshold (dB) Coding Scheme Threshold (dB)
4 PSK 2=9 -3.7 32 APSK 2=3 10:98
4 PSK 13=45  2:25 32 APSK 128=180 11:6
4 PSK 9=20 0:03 32 APSK 132=180 12:05
4 PSK 11=20 1:27 32 APSK 140=180 12:88
8 APSK 100=180 5:17 64 APSK 128=180 13:77
8 APSK 104=180 5:47 64 APSK 132=180 14:66
16 APSK 90=180 5:77 64 APSK 140=180 15:3
16 APSK 96=180 6:32 64 APSK 4=5 15:74
16 APSK 100=180 6:68 64 APSK 5=6 16:40
16 APSK 18=30 7:25 256 APSK 116=180 16:73
16 APSK 28=45 7:98 256 APSK 20=30 17:08
16 APSK 20=30 8:29 256 APSK 124=180 17:87
16 APSK 25=36 9:14 256 APSK 128=180 18:40
16 APSK 13=18 9:59 256 APSK 22=30 18:70
16 APSK 140=180 10:49 256 APSK 135=180 19:40
Table II. Table of ACM for Goodput Optimization based on DVB-S2X MC pairs.
energy efficiency of the satellite, since a non-negligible amount of power Pc is consumed to feed
the transponder and all the on-board electronic devices. Therefore, with the aim of minimizing the
waste of energy, inspired by the recent works in wireless networks [11, 12], we propose to allocate
the transmit power in order to maximize the EE of the system, expressed in bit/s/Hz/J. Indeed,
to the best of authors’ knowledge, the scenario at hand, which differs from those in [11, 12] for
assumptions and operating conditions, still lacks of an EE analysis, that will be the subject of this
section.
In particular, Sect. 4.1 formalizes the EE problem over the satellite downlink, whereas Sect. 4.2 and
Sect. 4.3 provide the tools for its analysis and solution.
4.1. Problem formulation
In order to introduce the EE optimization problem, consider the UT located in beam q 2 Q. Then,
the figure of merit describing the EE over the downlink between the transponder and the UT is
expressed by
uq(p)

=
q(p)
Pc + pq
=
log2

1 +
q(p)
 

Pc + pq
; (6)
where the dependence of the quantities of interest on the power allocation vector p =
[p1;    ; pq;    ; pQ]T across the iso-color beams is now made explicit. Expression (6) yields the
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following multibeam downlink EE optimization problem:
p = argmax
p
QP
q=1
uq(p)
s:t: 0  pq  p(max)q ; 8q 2 Q;
q(p)  q  0; 8q 2 Q;
(7)
A close look at this problem reveals that both the objective function and the left-hand side of the QoS
constraint are non-convex functions of the PA vector and, as a consequence, the overall optimization
problem (7) is non-convex. The solution set may be empty, in that there may not be a PA vector
value satisfying all the constraints simultaneously, or even composed by multiple local optima [18].
Besides finding, among these, the global optimum results difficult. Nevertheless, there can be found
in the literature several techniques that allow to find a feasible solution to this kind of problems, for
instance by means of iteratively improving local optima found by proper convex relaxations of the
problem or by means of global optimization algorithms [19]. For the case at hand, it can be noted
that (7) entails a competition for the frequency resources to be shared over the downlink between the
transponders and the UTs. Indeed, the higher the power allocated over a given frequency, the higher
the rate obtained at the relevant UT, but the higher the interference caused to the other UTs tuned
over the same frequency. This consideration paves the way to a different but effective interpretation
of the problem, by modeling it in the framework of non-cooperative game theory [13]. The latter
in fact offers an analytical tool that describes how rational entities interact and make appropriate
choices so as to find their own maximum utility.
Accordingly, by introducing the complementary power vector w.r.t. beam q as p q

=
[p1;    ; pq 1; pq+1;    ; pQ]T , the non-cooperative game G associated to the multibeam EE
problem is identified, in strategic form, by the tupla fQ;P; fuqgQq g, where
 Q = f1;    ; Qg denotes the set of players, corresponding to the set of transponders tuned on
the same frequency and polarization and transmitting to different UTs (with a slight abuse of
vocabulary, it corresponds to the set of beams with the same color);
 P = P1      PQ is the set of strategies, defined by the Cartesian product of the set of the
strategies
Pq (p q) = fpqjq(pq;p q)  q; 0  pq  p(max)q g; (8)
of every player q 2 Q, that is, the set of feasible power values of pq satisfying constraints in
(7);
 uq is the player q 2 Q payoff function, corresponding to the EE function defined in (6).
Thus, the game can be formally described asy
G :
max
pq
uq(pq;p q)
s:t: pq 2 Pq (p q) ;
8q 2 Q: (9)
yIn the following, we will interchangeably represent the power vector either as p or as (pq ;p q), depending on the case
at hand.
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It is worth noting that, in this case, not only the payoff function, but also the set of strategies of
a given player q depends on the other players strategies p q. When this happens, the solution of
the game is investigated in terms of generalized Nash equilibrium (GNE), that collects all system
states that are stable to unilateral deviations, or, in other words, the situation where no player gets an
increment of its payoff by changing its strategy unless the other players change their strategies too
[13]. Moreover, looking at (9), it is evident that the problem may be unfeasible, in that there may
not exist a power vector p able to satisfy all the constraints at the same time.
Finally, it is worth remarking the following observation about the formalization of the EE
problem as a non-cooperative game. Usually, in wireless networks, such problems are associated
to distributed scenarios, where, for instance, the players are mobile terminals which update their
power levels, i.e. strategies, by means of a distributed algorithm until the equilibrium of the game is
reached. Here instead, we are dealing with a centralized scenario where, as shown in the following
section, the GNE is actually obtained by an iterative algorithm which is run by a central entity (e.g.,
the gateway) requiring a reasonable amount of information about the satellite multibeam downlink.
Anyway, the formalization of the problem as a non-cooperative game is employed, w.l.g., since it
simplifies the study of the problem, providing effective tools to analyze the conditions of existence
and uniqueness of the solution, as well as to derive the iterative algorithm to reach such a solution.
4.2. Best-response solution
In order to study game G, let us assume it is feasible and introduce the best-response of the generic
player q. The latter is nothing but the best power level a rational self-optimizing player can choose
in response to the powers actually chosen by other players [20]. Thus, for the moment we consider
that for player q the optimal power allocation pq is such that pq  p(max)q and as a consequence we
neglect the maximum power constraint. The impact of the latter will be taken into account in the
following section.
Lemma 1. For a fixed strategy p q of the other players, the solution of (9) is unique and is given
by
pq = fBR (p q) =
q (p q)
q(p q)
8q 2 Q; (10)
where fBR() is the best-response function,  = [1;    ; Q], where
q

=
q
pq
=
jhq;qj2
2q +
QP
t=1; t 6=q
ptjht;qj2
; (11)
is the carrier-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (CINR) vector and
q (p q) = maxfq; ~q(p q)g; (12)
with
q

=  (2q   1) (13)
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Figure 6. Generic shape of the utility as a function of the SINR for fixed interference.
denoting the SINR threshold corresponding to the minimum-GP specified by the QoS and
~q(p q) =  

exp

W

Pcq(p q)=   1
e

+ 1

  1

: (14)
the SINR maximizing the EE function when constraints in problem (9) are neglectedz.
Indeed, when p q is given, the optimal solution of the EE problem (9) simply consists in finding
the power pq that maximizes (6) subject to the QoS constraint. As shown in [12], uq(pqjp q) is a
quasi-concave function in pq. Moreover, since there is linear dependence between q and pq, every
property on q holds for pq too. Thus, the optimal solution in this case can be found as follows.
First, the QoS constraint is neglected and the derivatives of uq() w.r.t. to q (or, equivalently, pq)
are studied, showing that uq() takes the maximum in (14), which corresponds to the SINR value
zeroing its first derivative. Then, since q must be at least greater or equal q in order to satisfy the
QoS constraint, the optimal solution is given by (10)-(12).
Finally, before proceeding to the analysis of game (9), we provide here more insight on the
meaning of the PC policy based on the EE approach, comparing it with the usual approach based
on rate (or, SINR) satisfaction, e.g. [7, 9]. To this end, Fig. 6 depicts the generic shape of the
utility function (6) vs. the SINR for a certain player, given a fixed interference caused by the other
players. In particular, two QoS constraints, (1) and (2), are considered. In rate/SINR satisfaction
PC schemes, the minimum power required to meet the QoS constraints with equality is allocated.
Though, from an EE point of view, this may not be efficient. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 6, for (1) the
EE utility function would not be maximized. The EE based PC scheme instead, in order to minimize
the waste of energy, allocates more power so that the optimal SINR results  = ~ > (1), leading
zThe function W() in (14) denotes the Lambert function, i.e., the function satisfying the equation z = W(z) 
exp (W(z)), 8z 2 C.
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also to a rate higher than the minimum one. Obviously, when the QoS is such that the required SINR
is greater than ~, as for (2) in the example, then the EE and rate satisfaction approach returns the
same result  = (2).
4.3. Game analysis and iterative solution
Capitalizing on Lemma 1, it readily follows that the GNE p must satisfy the best-response solution
for each player [21], leading to the following proposition.
Theorem 1. If problem (6) is feasible, then there exists an unique power allocation vector
p = [p1;    ; pQ]T that is the GNE of the game G. The elements of p are the solutions to the
following fixed-point system of equations:
pq = fBR
 
p q

=
q (p

 q)
q(p q)
8q 2 Q; (15)
where q (p q) is the optimal SINR obtained by replacing p q with p q in (12).
The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in [12], while we summarize here some remarkable
comments on it.
Feasibility. The feasibility of problem (9) can be checked following an approach similar to that
adopted in [22]. If no upper bound on the power is considered, the feasibility amounts indeed to
check whether there exists the vector p = [p1;    ; pq]T  0, such that q(p) = q, 8q 2 Q. This
set of equations associated to the QoS constraint can be rearranged after some algebra as
(I ) p = t; (16)
where is an RQ RQ matrix whose (i; j)th element is
[]i;j =
(
0 i = j
qgi;j
gi;i
i 6= j ; (17)
and t = [121=jh1;1j2;    ; Q2Q=jhQ;Qj2]T . Then, as shown in [22], a necessary and sufficient
condition for system (16) to have a solution (i.e., there exists p  0 such that q(p) = q, 8q 2 Q)
is that
 < 1; (18)
where  denotes the spectral radius of the matrix . When also a maximum power constraint is
set, problem (9) is feasible iff (
 < 1
p = (I ) 1 t  p(max); (19)
where p(max) = [p(max)1 ;    ; p(max)Q ]T .
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Existence. As shown in [12], the existence is ensured by analyzing the topological properties of
the sets Pq expressed by (8) and showing that the objective function uq is continuous and quasi-
concave in pq, 8q 2 Q.
Uniqueness. Since the best-response fBR() is a standard function, the fixed-point system of
equations (15) has an unique solution [23] and therefore the uniqueness of the underlying GNE is
guaranteed.
Theorem 2. If problem (9) is feasible, then the GNE p can be reached via an iterative algorithm
based on the best response, wherein at each iteration `, the power (i.e., the strategy) p(`)q of every
player is updated as
p(`)q = fBR

p
(` 1)
 q

=
q (p
(` 1)
 q )
q(p
(` 1)
 q )
: (20)
Moreover, the convergence is ensured starting from any initial power vector.
Proof. Since the best-response is a standard function, the iterative update of the power according to
(20) is guaranteed to converge to the optimal point, i.e., the GNE p, as demonstrated in [23].
The iterative algorithm based upon (20) is summarized in Tab. III, where Lmax denotes the
maximum number of iterations and  the required accuracy interval, whereas the operator LUT()
selects the modulation order and coding rate based on the optimal SINR q , as shown in Tab. II.
It is worth now to point out some considerations on the feasibility of the problem. Unlike most
of the works on power control [7, 9], we here considered a maximum power level for transmission.
When this constraint is not taken into account, the feasibility of the problem merely reduces to
check if  < 1, otherwise checking the feasibility of the problem is equivalent to solve system
(19). This can be done for instance at the gateway and adopted as an admission control mechanism
before applying the iterative algorithm. When the problem is unfeasible it means that some or all
beams may have capacities lower than traffic demands with available power, which may lead to
traffic congestion for the system. As described in [24], solutions for this problem involve accepting
more delay, possible data routing on alternate paths, and triggering transport layer congestion
control mechanisms. Since congestion control policies are out of the scope of this analysis, in the
following we consider the case where the problem is feasible.
However, since checking (19) may result more complex than only checking if  < 1, another
possible approach, which entails accepting lower rates for some links, would be the following.
The feasibility check is performed only according to (18) and, whenever this condition holds, the
solution p is found as follows.
Corollary 1. Given  < 1 and any initial starting power vector p(0), the iterative algorithm,
where at every iteration ` the power is updated as
p(`)q = min
n
p(max)q ; fBR

p
(` 1)
 q
o
= min
(
p(max)q ;
q (p
(` 1)
 q )
q(p
(` 1)
 q )
)
; 8q 2 Q; (21)
always converges to a unique fixed point.
Proof. Since fBR = min
n
p
(max)
q ; fBR

p
(` 1)
 q
o
is still a standard function [23], then the iterative
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Energy-efficient Resource Allocation Algorithm
Choose a feasible p(0)q 2 R+, 8q 2 Q, and set ` = 1
Do
For q = 1;    ; Q
Compute ^q(p(` 1) q ) and q (p
(` 1)
 q )
Update p(`)q =
q (p
(` 1)
 q )
^q(p
(` 1)
 q )
Set ` `+ 1
End For
Until jjp(`)   p(` 1)jj   or ` = Lmax
Set pq = p
(`)
q and (rq ;mq) = LUT(q(pq ;p q)), 8q 2 Q
Return pq , (rq ;mq), 8q 2 Q
Table III
algorithm (21) is guaranteed to converge to a unique fixed point.
As anticipated, in this case there can be situations where at the end a player j converged to its
maximum power but j(p
(max)
j ) < j , i.e., the QoS constraint is not satisfied even at the maximum
power. Anyway, as shown in [23], i) the power of those players that satisfy the QoS constraint is a
feasible solution bounded above by the maximum power; ii) the other players that cannot achieve
the required SINR threshold will continue to transmit at maximum power (or can be temporarily
dropped by a scheduler).
5. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, the performance evaluation of the multibeam satellite downlink previously described
is carried out by means of numerical simulations. As case of study, a Ka band GEO multibeam
satellite with Europe-wide coverage is considered, composed of Nb = 60 beams, each of d = 170
km of diameter, single feed per antenna [25] with Pmax = 50 W over 36 MHz bandwidth per
transponder [26]. Considering a transponder’s efficiency, defined as the ratio between the RF output
power Pmax and the DC input power Pc (supplied by the solar panels and batteries), of about 33%
[26], the power consumption is set to Pc = 150 W. Fig. 7.a depicts the conventional four-color
scheme here employed, where the Ka band is split in two contiguous subbands, termed B1 and B2,
and both H and V polarizations are employed on both subbands; Fig. 7.b shows how the multibeam
pattern, according to the color scheme just described, as been generated in simulation. The antenna
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Figure 7. a) Color scheme and b) multibeam pattern used for numerical results.
Figure 8. Optimal SINR vs. number of iterations.
gains gi;j are modeled according to the radiation pattern [27]
gi;j() = Gmax

J1()
2
+ 36
J3()
3
2
; (22)
where  = 2:07123 sin = sin  3dB,  is the angle between the ith spot beam center and
the jth UT location as seen from the satellite,  3dB = 0:2, GmaxjdB = 40 dB is the
maximum antenna gain, and J1() and J3() are the Bessel functions of the first kind and
order 1 and 3, respectively. Recalling the single-frequency multibeam scenario described
in Sect. 2.2, the position of each UT in every beam is randomly generated within a circle
of radius d=2 centered in the relevant beam center. We will focus on the performance
of the UTs belonging to a subset made of Q = Nb=C = 15 beams denoted by the same
color and labeled as beam q, with q 2 f1;    ; 15g. The UTs are denoted by the following
minimum-GP values  = [2:2; 3:7; 1:5; 4:3; 5:2; 2:3; 1:2; 5:6; 4:3; 4; 2:7; 2:1; 2:2; 4:4; 2:5],
expressed in bit/s/Hz, corresponding to the minimum SINR values  =
[7:16; 12:39; 4:22; 14:32; 17:14; 7:54; 2:73; 18:37; 14:32; 13:36; 9; 6:77; 7:16; 14:64; 8:28],
expressed in dB.
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Figure 9. Power and SINR vs. number of iterations.
The main features of the proposed EE algorithm, i.e., efficiency, scalability and performance
improvement compared to conventional rate satisfaction approaches, can be inferred from Figs. 8-
12. For the sake of graph readability, results are shown for only a subset of theQ beams (i.e., beams
1, 8 and 15), but have general validity.
In detail, Fig. 8 depicts the minimum required SINR q and compares this value with the optimal
SINR q at every iteration obtained applying the EE algorithm of Tab. III. The corresponding power
pq and actual SINR q values at every iteration are shown in Fig. 9. As first remark, the efficiency
of the EE algorithm is here apparent in that it converges in a few iterations (about 5) and, besides, at
each iteration, the computation of the optimal power coefficient is in closed-form (20). Moreover,
the performance improvement due to the EE approach clearly emerges. To this end, let us recall the
main remarks pointed out at the end of Sect. 4.2. In the conventional approaches based on minimum
rate satisfaction the power is chosen so that, at the end, every SINR q matches the minimum one q
with strict equality, 8q 2 Q. From an EE view point instead, the optimum power values pq , i.e., the
ones that maximize the EE (6), 8q 2 Q, may be such that the SINR q > q, in particular, q = ~q,
8q 2 Q, according to (12). For instance, for beam 1 and 15, as shown in Fig. 8, the optimal SINR
is much greater than the minimum one, and thus the allocated power is such that q = ~q, as can be
seen from Fig. 9. This condition holds also for beam 8, even if this difference is less appreciable.
To corroborate this point, Fig. 10 depicts the value of the EE utility function (6) obtained when
the power is allocated either with the EE strategy in Tab. III or with the minimum rate satisfaction
strategy. It is worth to remark that the latter is obtained with the same approach adopted in Tab.
III where, at every iteration `, q (p
(`)
 q) is simply replaced with q. As expected, the EE function is
maximized by the proposed approach. Only for beam 8, the value obtained for (6) is similar under
both strategies, since, as previously seen, in this case q ' ~q.
Poorly speaking, since at least an amount of power Pc is always employed, then the EE approach
states that it may be more convenient to transmit with a power higher than the minimum one required
to satisfy q with equality. Employing an higher value of power thanks to the EE approach is also
compliant with the perspective of adopting very high bandwidth efficient modulations, such 128-,
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Figure 10. Energy Efficiency vs. number of iterations.
Figure 11. Average GP per Beam.
256-APSK, which requires an higher SINR value compared to modulations with lower order to have
the same quasi-error free performance.
The performance improvement is also assessed in Fig. 11, which displays the GP obtained per UT
for 4 out ofQ beams under analysis. In particular, the first bar represents the estimated GP, obtained
thanks to the EE algorithm, which returns q , as q = log2(1 + q= ), 8q 2 Q. The second bar
represents the minimum-GP constraint. The third bar instead denotes the actual GP, whose value
is obtained by simulating the entire downlink transmission employing TM (rq ;mq) = LUT(q ),
8q 2 Q, i.e., pair modulation and coding rate selected plugging the optimal SINR into the ACM
Tab. II. The latter values have been obtained averaging over 103 packet transmissions. The following
comments are worth noting. The EE approach allows the GP of each user to increase w.r.t. the
minimum required, since, in order to maximize the energy efficiency of the link, employs a higher
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Figure 12. Average GP per Iteration for three different color schemes.
transmission power. Moreover, it can be seen that the estimated GP and actual GP are nearly the
same, validating the approximation of the GP envelope of the static modes in Fig. 5 with eqn. (5).
Finally, Fig. 12 depicts how the average GP ofQ = 15 iso-color beams varies in response to three
different color schemes, i.e., 2, 3 and 4 colors, respectively. In every color scheme, the diameter of
each beam is kept constant and equal to 170 km. The curves are obtained averaging the GP of the Q
beams at every iteration. These curves are compared with the average minimum required GP. With
2-color scheme, the scenario is highly interference-limited, since the iso-color beams are closer to
each other. As the number of colors increases, the mutual interference reduces, leading to a higher
value of GP. It is worth to point out that usually, at least a 3-color scheme is employed [25], but also
in the less practical 2-color scenario the proposed algorithm is able to improve performance with
respect to the minimum required GP. Besides, the algorithm is adaptively scalable since, even in the
worst condition of operability, i.e., with higher interference, converges within a few iterations.
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper addressed the link resource allocation problem over the downlink of a multibeam
Ka-band satellite, for packet data transmission towards ground-based terminals in a hybrid
satellite/xDSL network. Channel varying conditions and the presence of interbeam interference
caused by frequency/polarization reuse led to the following solutions. First, an effective ACM
scheme, based on MC pairs of DVB-S2X standard which ensure very high spectral efficiency,
was derived to obtain the pair yielding the highest value of GP for the actual SINR. Then, a
centralized adaptive PC algorithm was also derived, maximizing the downlink EE under QoS
constraint. Solution analysis of this PC problem was made resorting to the non-cooperative game
theory. Numerical results derived for a realistic scenario revealed the efficiency and scalability of
the proposed PC algorithm and that the resulting per-beam power setting fulfills the requirements
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about QoS performance, showing also the advantages obtained w.r.t. conventional PC approached
based on rate satisfaction.
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